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The collisional effects on the current-filamentation instability �CFI� and the two-stream instability �TSI�,
which appear as a relativistic intense electron beam penetrating into a cold dense plasma, are investigated. It is
shown that the growth rate of the CFI mode is first attenuated and then enhanced by the collisional effects as
the density ratio of the background plasma to the beam increases. Meanwhile, the maximum CFI growth rate
is shifted to the long-wavelength region due to both the bulk plasma density increase and the collisional effects,
resulting in larger filaments formation. On the other hand, collisional effects mainly attenuate the TSI and
finally stabilize it. Numerical solutions under parameters close to the fast ignition scenario �FIS� are given,
which show that the CFI growth rate can be enhanced by 2 orders of magnitude instead of being suppressed in
the dense region. Therefore, the CFI-induced electron filaments formation and the resultant kinetic anomalous
heating are potentially significant for the target heating in the FIS.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Beam-plasma interaction and the associated current-
filamentation instability �CFI�, two-stream instability �TSI�,
and the coupled two-stream-filamentation instability, which
can result in strong magnetic fields �1� and kinetic anoma-
lous heating �2–6�, are significantly important for the trans-
port and energy deposition of a large flux of relativistic elec-
tron beam penetrating a plasma. In a dense cold bulk plasma,
in particular, collisions between the bulk plasma particles can
obviously alter these instabilities. Thus they have attracted
renewed attentions recently �6–12� because they are closely
related to the fast ignition scenario �FIS� of laser inertial
confinement fusion �13�. Although it is shown in the colli-
sionless case that the fastest growing branch is the coupled
two-stream-filamentation mode �14,15�, our recent investiga-
tions show that the filamentation mode may grow faster than
the coupled mode in the collisional case �16� when the den-
sity ratio of the bulk plasma to the beam gets over 60 under
the same parameters of the present paper. Therefore the elec-
tromagnetic CFI appears to be the primary instability in the
FIS, which we will mainly focus on here. For comparison we
also include the collisional electrostatic TSI in the present
paper.

There have been a number of investigations on the colli-
sional CFI ever since 1970s. But right from the beginning,
incompatible results have been obtained, showing that colli-
sional effects sometimes enhance the CFI �11,12,17–19�
while sometimes attenuate and stabilize it �8,9,20�. The de-
tailed process remained unclear for a long time. Recently we
gave a generalized kinetic theory on the nonrelativistic CFI
in a collisional plasma �10�, which clarifies that collisional

effects can in fact play dual roles. On one hand, collisions
cause detuning between the particle density perturbations
and the reactive fields, which attenuate the CFI. On the other
hand, they interfere with the collective motion and cancel the
stabilization effect of the dense plasma, which enhance the
CFI. Finally the combination tends to attenuate the CFI for a
symmetric �where the bulk electron density equals the beam
density� or quasisymmetric counterstreaming system while
enhancing it for an extremely asymmetric �where the bulk
electron density is much larger than the beam density� coun-
terstreaming system. The enhancement can be very signifi-
cant for an extremely dense plasma.

In the present work we extend our previous studies to the
relativistic case and mainly focus on the situation close to the
cone guided FIS �21�. Although a complete study should
include the space-charge effect �22�, our recent investiga-
tions show that collisional effects can indeed greatly de-
crease it. This is to be argued in another paper so we do not
consider it here. Under such confinement the present inves-
tigation shows that collisional effects cannot stabilize but
enhance the CFI in the dense region. Meanwhile, the fastest
growing CFI mode is shifted to the long-wavelength region,
resulting in much larger filaments, which is essential for the
evolution and coalescence of the filaments �23,24�. Unlike
the previous investigations �9–11� finding that the electro-
magnetic filamentation mode could have a real frequency
part, our present study which uses the most accurate Padé
approximation Z53 given in �25� for the plasma dispersion
function discloses that the filamentation mode is always
purely growing. Therefore, there should be no Landau damp-
ing �26� for the CFI as we once claimed in our previous
study �10�.

For comparison we also study the collisional effects on
the TSI analytically. Previous analytical investigation �27�
showed that collisional effects can also either enhance or*zmsheng@aphy.iphy.ac.cn
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attenuate the TSI, while the recent studies �7,11� related to
the FIS show that the TSI is attenuated. Different from the
previous studies �11,27�, here we treat both the beam and the
background plasma kinetically and focus on the physical
process. Our calculation shows that the TSI is fully stabilized
when the background plasma reaches the solid density. This
is in good agreement with the collisional particle-in-cell
simulation �7�.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the basic
theory for the linear collisional dispersion relation is pre-
sented. In Sec. III, the collisional dispersion equation is
solved. Numerical results relevant to the FIS for the CFI and
the TSI are given in Secs. III A and III B, respectively. The
involved physical mechanisms are clarified in details. Fi-
nally, we conclude in Sec. IV.

II. KINETIC DISPERSION RELATION

We start with a homogeneous, spatially infinite, and un-
magnetized plasma, where the ions are deuterium or tritium
immobile to form a charge neutralized background. The sys-
tem is described by the Vlasov-Krook-Maxwell equa-
tions�18,28,29�;
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where �=b , p label the beam electrons and the background
electrons, respectively, j��=q�n�v��, and q�, n�, ��, and f0�

correspond to the electron charge, the electron density, the
effective collision frequency, and the equilibrium distribution
function, respectively. Although the Krook model does not
conserve the particle number, momentum, and energy, it en-
ables one to obtain analytic results. In this work, all the nu-
merical calculations are constrained to the weak collision
case, where the collision frequency is �0.01 �normalized to
the background plasma frequency �p�. This does not only
make the Krook model an appropriate approach but also it
ensures the assumption of zero-order fields in the linear
theory reasonable.

Assume the rigorous current neutralization condition �30�
nbvdb+npvdp=0 and follow the usual linearizing steps, we
can get the general dispersion equation
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Here ��
� = �1+ P� �

2 /m2c2�1/2 is the Lorentz factor and ��

= �4�n�e2 /m�1/2 is the �-type electron plasma frequency, re-
spectively.

In order to take into consideration of the thermal effect
consistently and obtain analytical results, we use the simpli-
fied relativistic Maxwellian distribution �31� instead of the
relativistic water bag distribution or the drifting Jüttner dis-
tribution �32� for the beam electrons;

f0b =
nb

2�m�b
2�TtbTlb

� �1/2e−Px
2/2m�bTtbe−�Pz − Pdb�2/2m�b

3Tlb
�

, �6�

where the Lorentz factor �b= �1+ Pdb
2 /m2c2�1/2 and Ttb, Tlb

� ,
and Pdb correspond to transverse thermal temperature, longi-
tudinal thermal temperature, and drift momentum of the
beam electrons, respectively. For convenience we denote
Tlb=�b

2Tlb
� . Since Eq. �6� is only the first-order approximation

to the Jüttner distribution, it is only applicable for small mo-
mentum spread case. In the limit of c→	, Eq. �6� can be
simplified to the nonrelativistic drifting Maxwellian distribu-
tion. In the present calculation, the dense background elec-
tron component is approximately treated nonrelativistically.

As for the collision frequency, we take into account both
intrabeam and interbeam collisions �33�, where we have �b
=�bb+�bp+�bi for the beam electrons and �p=�pp+�pb+�pi
for the background electrons. The relativistic Coulomb loga-
rithm �34� is used for beam electron-bulk plasma collision

�35�. Moreover, we use an average temperature T̄p= �Ttp
+Tlp+Tdp� /2 to replace the isotropic thermal temperature T�

for the interspecies particle collisions to include the drifting
effect. For intraspecies particle collisions, we still use the
classical definition of the isotropic temperature �36�. Al-
though the beam electron collision frequency is usually sev-
eral orders smaller than the instability growth rate for a rela-
tivistic beam, we still include it here for a complete
discussion.

For the CFI we assume the perturbation wave vector is in

the êx direction with the electromagnetic components E�EM

=Ezêz and B�EM =Byêy. Under such assumptions, the space-
charge effect �22� is neglected and the dispersion relation for
the CFI can be obtained following Eq. �4�:

�2�zz − kx
2c2 = 0. �7�

The TSI branch can be obtained similarly if we assume the
perturbation is in the êz direction with an electrostatic com-

ponent E� ES=Ezêz:

�zz = 0. �8�
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III. GROWTH RATES OF THE INSTABILITIES

A. Collisional current-filamentation instability

In this section we study the collisional effects on the CFI.
Substitute Eq. �5� into Eq. �7�, one can approximately get
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where Z��
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is the plasma dispersion function

�37�, 
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�+i��

�2kxvt�
, vt�=�Tt� /��m, vl�=�Tl� /��m, and vd�

= Pd� /��m. The number of primes on Z� denotes the differ-
entiation order. In the present paper, we mainly focus on a
cold dense nonrelativistic plasma, thus we approximately
have �p=1. From Eq. �9� one can see that quite similar to the
nonrelativistic case �10�, the classical anisotropic term
vlb

2 /vtb
2 driving the classical Weibel instability �38� is re-

placed by the drift-anisotropic term �vlb
2 +vdb

2 � /vtb
2 . Thus, the

CFI is still determined by the combination of the drift aniso-
tropy of the beam and the background plasma in the relativ-
istic case. In fact, Eq. �9� is formally the same as the nonrel-
ativistic Eq. �18� in Ref. �10�, thus the analytic solutions we
obtained previously can be applied in the present paper if
only the beam electron related terms be defined in the
present relativistic way. Unlike the previous study
�17,19,39�, the CFI cannot be stabilized only by enhancing
the beam thermal temperature under our relativistical model
�6� even in the collisionless case. In the collisional case, one
can see that collisional effects appear in the fourth and the
fifth terms on the left-hand side �LHS� of Eq. �9�. The one in
the fourth term denotes the collisional effects in the direction
parallel to the wave vector, which mainly results in detuning
between the particle density perturbations and the reactive
fields and then attenuates the CFI. The one in the fifth term
denotes the collisional effects in the direction perpendicular
to the wave vector, which mainly interferes with the collec-
tive movements of the plasmas and leads to enhancement of
the CFI. Next we mainly focus on the numerical solution of
Eq. �9� and apply our theory to the physical process relevant
to FIS.

In our previous study �10�, we have used the power series
and the asymptotic series expansions for the plasma disper-
sion function. The beam-plasma system was divided into
three cases: the kinetic domain, the hydrodynamic domain,
and the hybrid domain which correspond to 
b,p�1, 
b,p
�1, and 
b�1, 
p�1, respectively. Since the thermal
pressure is rather strong in the kinetic region, here we still
follow our previous method for the convenience of discus-
sion. Although we have artificially divided the plasmas into
three catalogs, the numerical calculations of the dispersion
relation �Eq. �9�� using the Padé approximation of the plasma
dispersion function �25� indeed include regions 
��1,
where the thermal effect is significant, too.

Figure 1 shows the linear CFI growth rates at some typi-
cal bulk plasma densities. From Fig. 1�a� one finds that the
CFI is mainly suppressed by collisional effects at a lower
bulk plasma density. As the density becomes larger, colli-

sional effects turn to enhance the CFI, and the increment can
be up to two orders for an extremely high density. This is
demonstrated more clearly in Figs. 2�a� and 2�c�, where the
collisional effects on the maximal CFI growth rate are de-
picted for bulk temperatures 250 and 1000 eV, correspond-
ingly. We have argued in the nonrelativistic case that colli-
sional effects tend to attenuate the CFI for symmetric �where
nb=np� or quasisymmetric counterstreaming while enhance it
for extremely asymmetric counterstreaming �where np�nb�.
Here we find the similar results in the relativistic case. This
can be understood as follows. Usually, random collisions
have two effects on the CFI. First, the collisions parallel to
the wave vector change � to �+ i��, resulting in detuning
between the particle perturbations and their corresponding
reactive fields. This cancels the growth rate in the order of
��. Second, the collisions perpendicular to the wave vector
can interfere with the collective movement of the dense bulk
plasma, which can reduce the stabilization effect of the back-
ground to the beam-plasma system. This can lead to en-
hancement of the CFI especially when the background
plasma is much denser than the beam. The collisional effect
can only be significant if it gets over the thermal effect,
where it shifts the plasma from kinetic region to hydrody-
namic region.

For symmetric or quasisymmetric counterstreaming
shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the attenuation effects excess the

1 x 10-31 x 10-41 x 10-51 x 10-61 x 10-31 x 10-4

1 x 10-3

1 x 10-4

1 x 10-5

FIG. 1. The typical linear growth rate of the CFI versus the
wave number k obtained by solving Eq. �9�. The growth rate and the
collision frequency are normalized to the bulk plasma frequency.
The parameters are nb=1021 cm−3, �b=2.93, Ttb=Tlb=30 keV, and
Ttp=Tlp=250 eV.
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enhancing effects, resulting in reduction in the CFI growth
rate. For extremely asymmetric counterstreaming, the drift-
ing velocity of the bulk plasma vdp=−vdbnb /np is rather
small so that the drift anisotropy of the background plasma
contributes little to the filamentation instability of the beam-
plasma system. Therefore, the CFI of the beam-plasma sys-
tem is mainly driven by the beam drift anisotropy. The dense
background, however, usually stabilizes it as shown by the
solid line in Figs. 2�a� and 2�c�, where we can see that the
CFI is reduced as the bulk gets denser. When collisions are
taken into account, the beam electron collision frequency,
which is at least three orders smaller than the largest CFI
growth rate in the case close to FIS �see Fig. 1�, can hardly
decrease the CFI. As for the bulk electron collision fre-
quency, it can be much larger than the CFI growth rate so
that it causes nearly complete detuning between the back-
ground electron perturbations and their corresponding reac-
tive fields, resulting in reduction in the contribution of the
background electron to the beam-plasma CFI. However,
since the bulk electron contributes little to the CFI, the re-
duction which the bulk electron collision makes to the CFI is
small. Instead, the random bulk electron collision interferes
with the ordered collective movement of the bulk electrons
and greatly decreases the stabilization effect of the back-
ground to the beam-plasma system, which is shown by the
last term on the LHS of Eq. �9�, leading to the increment of
the CFI. Moreover, the bulk collision changes i��kxvtp to

i�+�p�kxvtp and shifts the bulk plasma from the kinetic
domain to the hydrodynamic domain, resulting in the reduc-
tion in the thermal stabilization effect and thus resulting in
increment of the CFI, too. For the extremely asymmetric
counterstreaming shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the collisional en-
hancing effects excess the attenuating effects, so the growth
rate, especially the maximum growth rate of the filamenta-
tion mode, is increased finally. For short-wavelength regions
where �+ i��kvt�, the beam-plasma system is in the ki-
netic domain, and the thermal effect is rather significant. It is
seen from Fig. 1 that the CFI is still attenuated in these
regions.

Since the CFI is enhanced in the dense core region instead
of being stabilized, it suggests that the original fast electron
beam may potentially break into small filaments even in the
dense region at the linear stage. As one can see from Fig.
1�d�, the growth rate is nearly three orders higher than the
beam collision frequency for the Tp=250 eV case. It indi-
cates that filamentation induced kinetic anomalous target
heating �2,5� might be dominant in the previous cone guided
FIS experiment �21�. For the Tp=1 kev case, the CFI growth
rate is still one order higher than the fast electron collision
frequency in the dense region np /nb=5000. Although the real
beam electron temperature might be a little higher than our
present assumption, the CFI growth rate is estimated to be at
least in the same order as the beam electron collision fre-
quency. Thus the CFI is still very important for the real FIS
target heating. Meanwhile, we can see from Fig. 1 and Figs.
2�b� and 2�d� that the most unstable filamentation mode
which shapes the electron beam most is shifted to the long-
wavelength region as the bulk density becomes larger. The
shift is more significant when collisional effects are taken
into consideration. Thus, collisional effects can result in
much bigger filaments. As the density ratio of the bulk to the
beam gets over 100, the wavelength of the most unstable
mode gets over 10c /�p, which is estimated to be in the order
of 1 �m. Since it is still much smaller than the electron-
beam radius generated by today’s laser, our assumption of an
infinite plasma is reasonable. However, it may add more dif-
ficulty to particle-in-cell simulations because larger area is
needed to exclude the boundary condition �24� effect. This is
an important problem which needs further study.

B. Collisional two-stream instability

Although there have been some analytical studies �11,27�,
generally it is very difficult to get analytic solutions for col-
lisional TSI, especially for parameters close to FIS where the
dispersion function cannot simply be expanded in series.
Therefore in this subsection we mainly focus on the numeri-
cal solutions of the dispersion equation via the bulk density.
Emphasis is laid on the different roles the collisional effects
play to the CFI and the TSI.

Substitute Eq. �5� into Eq. �8�, we can obtain
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where ��= ��−kzvd�+ i��� / ��2kxvl�� and �b= Pdb /�bmc. For

1 x 10-5

1 x 10-4

1 x 10-3

1 x 10-5

1 x 10-4

1 x 10-3

FIG. 2. ��a� and �c�� The largest linear growth rate and ��b� and
�d�� the corresponding wave number of the CFI versus the bulk
density np obtained by solving Eq. �9�. The parameters are the same
as those in Fig. 1.
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TSI the collisions in Eq. �10� are in the direction parallel to
the wave vector.

Different from the electromagnetic filamentation instabil-
ity, the TSI is electrostatic and is driven by the inverse Lan-
dau damping the beam electron undergoes. Since collisional
effect can destroy the resonance between the particle and the
reactive fields, it can decrease the inverse Landau damping
process, resulting in reduction in the TSI. However, usually
�b is much smaller than the TSI growth rate, it can hardly
attenuate the TSI. Instead, the attenuation is mainly caused
by the bulk electron collision. The random bulk collision
interferes with the collective oscillation of the bulk electron
and further the organized space-charge separation, which
leads to suppression of the electrostatic field. If the collision
frequency is large enough, it will finally stabilize the TSI.
Figure 3 shows the linear growth rate of the TSI under pa-
rameters close to the fast ignition, where the most accurate
Padé approximation Z53 to the plasma dispersion function
given in Ref. �25� is also used. From Figs. 3�a�–3�c� we can
see that both the growth rate and the unstable range are sup-
pressed. As the bulk density becomes larger, the suppression

becomes more significant. Figure 3�d� shows the collisional
effects on the most unstable two-stream mode. It is seen that
the most unstable mode is always attenuated and finally sta-
bilized when the bulk plasma reaches the solid density,
which is in agreement with the simulation of Kemp et al. �7�
It is interesting to mention that the collision in the direction
parallel to the wave vector attenuates the corresponding in-
stability both in the CFI and the TSI cases although the un-
derlying physical mechanisms are different. Notice that the
shift made by the collisional effects to the most unstable
two-stream mode in the k space is small and can be ne-
glected. For real FIS the beam temperature might be a little
higher than our present case. The TSI would even be stabi-
lized in lower density regions. Therefore, the TSI is not as
important as the CFI in the FIS.

IV. SUMMARY

We have investigated theoretically the collisional effects
on the relativistic CFI and the TSI. The different roles colli-
sions play on the CFI and the TSI are identified. The theory
is then applied to the beam and plasma parameter regimes
where both the collisional effects and the kinetic collective
instability are important in the FIS. Since we use a simplified
relativistic drifting Maxwellian distribution, our theory ap-
plies to a low-temperature relativistic beam.

We show that the CFI is first attenuated by the collisional
effects when the bulk plasma density is not so large. As the
density ratio of the bulk plasma to the beam gets larger than
50, collisional effects turn to enhance the CFI, and the incre-
ment can be 2 orders of magnitude larger than the collision-
less case in the dense core region. Contrarily, the TSI is
always attenuated by the collisions and finally stabilized
when the bulk plasma reaches the solid density. Furthermore,
collisional effects shift the most unstable filamentation mode
to the long-wavelength region and result in bigger filaments.
The present investigation indicates that the incoming fast
electron beam inclines to break into small filaments even in
the dense region. It also indicates that the anomalous kinetic
target core heating potentially exists and might be important
for the fast ignition scenario.
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